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Invitation to tender BBQ - World Championship 

2024 

July 27 + 28 at the Stuttgart Trade Fair 
Center 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Venue: 

Stuttgart exhibition grounds 
Messepiazza 1 
70629 Stuttgart 

 
Saturday 27.07.2024 
BBQ World Championship Part 1 

Specialist market and supporting program 

Sunday 28.07.2024 
BBQ World Championship Part 2 

Specialist market and supporting program 

In the following, "German Barbecue Association e.V." is abbreviated to "GBA". 
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1. Prize money 

The prize money amounts to a total of €13.500 

 

WBQA 2024 Grand World Champion 5.000 € 

WBQA 2024 Reserve Grand World Champion 3.500 € 

WBQA 2024 3rd Place World Champion 2.000 € 

1st place in a category 500 € 

The winning team in each category receives a trophy and a certificate. 

1.1 Starting authorizations 

All barbecue teams whose team manager is a member of an association that belongs to the WBQA are eligible 
to take part in the World Championships. 
The minimum number of participants per team is 2 and the maximum is 10. 
The GBA reserves the right to decide on the admission of teams. Legal recourse is excluded. 

1.2 Registration 

Registrations for all teams except ABA (AustrianBarbequeAssociation) and SBA (SwissBarbequeAssociation) 

are only possible via the following form and are non-binding. 

http://Teams.gbaev.de 
 

ABA and SBA register via their own association. The registrations will be forwarded to us. 

Receipt of registration will be confirmed by e-mail. The final starting authorization will be announced 
separately. The entry fee is due upon confirmation. This confirmation contains all payment information (bank 

details, Paypal). 
Teams whose payment is not received on time may lose their starting place 

 

2. Titles and awards of the BBQ World Championship 2024 

The team with the highest total score is awarded the title: 
WBQA 2024 Grand World Champion 

The team with the second-highest total score is awarded the title: 

WBQA 2024 Reserve Grand World Champion 

The team with the third-highest total score is awarded the title: 

WBQA 2024 3rd Place World Champion 

The team with the highest score in each course is awarded the title: 
WBQA 2024 [Category] World Champion 

2.1 Results, certificates, prizes 

Certificates will be presented on stage. Winners' prizes 
are paid out in cash. 

 

3. Rules and regulations 

It is assessed according to the valid WBQA regulations. The valid regulations can be found on the WBQA 
homepage. https://www.world-bbq.com/manuals-regulations/ 

650,00 € 

Entry fee 

http://teams.gbaev.de/
https://www.world-bbq.com/manuals-regulations/
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4. Hygiene and allergens 

Attention must be paid to hygiene. Smoking is prohibited in the competition area. 
The use of gloves is not mandatory, but is recommended, quick disinfection should also be brought by the 
team. 
Boxes containing food may not be placed on the floor! Pallets or similar 

must be brought along. 
The list of allergens must be publicly displayed at least once at each competition checkpoint. Download 
allergen list at https://www.gbaev.de/regelwerk/ 

 
5. Control 

Commissioners from the GBA and the WBQA will be appointed to check compliance with the regulations and 
hygiene. The inspectors must be granted unrestricted access. At the request of the commissioner, the barbecue 
teams must present and open all storage facilities such as refrigerators, crates, vehicles, etc. By registering and 
starting, the teams accept these checks. 

Employees of Messe Stuttgart must also be granted unrestricted access. They will check compliance with the 
safety regulations. By registering and starting, the teams accept these checks. 

 

6. Scoring rounds and delivery times 

The BBQ World Championship 2024 will be held over two days. 
The teams are divided into two groups, with Group Green and Group Yellow each handing in half an hour apart. 
If the submission is delayed for reasons of force majeure or organizational reasons of the JCC, the Field Marshal may 
adjust the submission window. 
The following handover times are provisional. The final times will be determined at the team manager meeting. 

 

 

Saturday: 
Course 1: Chicken with side dish 

12:55 to 13:05 Delivery group yellow 
13:25 to 13:35 Delivery group green 

Course 2: Boneless pork with side dish 

13:55 to 14:05 Delivery group yellow 
14:25 to 14:35 Delivery group green 

Course 3: Vegetarian sweet or salty 

14:55 to 15:05 Delivery group yellow 
15:25 to 15:35 Delivery group green 

 

Sunday: 

Course 4: Fish with side dish 

11:55 to 12:05 Delivery group yellow 
12:25 to 12:35 Delivery group green 

Course 5: Pork on the bone with garnish 

12:55 to 13:05 Delivery group yellow 
13:25 to 13:35 Delivery group green 

 
Course 6: Beef with side dish 

13:55 to 14:05 Delivery group yellow 
14:25 to 14:35 Delivery group green 

https://www.gbaev.de/regelwerk/
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6.1 Number of portions 

6 portions must be prepared for each course. Divided into 2 

plates 

1 plate with 6x main ingredient and 1 plate with 6x side dish Or 

2 plates with 3x main ingredient and 3x side dishes each 

Make sure that the main ingredient and the side dish do not touch. 
 

 
Portions not included in the rating 

1 display plate for the exhibition in the public exhibition area 1 

promotion plate for VIPs and sponsors 

Both plates must be handed in at the exhibition area. 

 
7. Shopping cart 

Basket 1 contains mandatory products that must be used. 

The quantities of the mandatory products are calculated in such a way that slightly more than the required 
portions can be produced. 

Mandatory products for the main ingredient: 

Competition 1: 2-3 whole chickens (approx. 1.3 kg each) from LDC Nature & Respect 

Evaluation round 2: approx. 3kg pork neck from MEGA Stuttgart 

Scoring round 3: 2 kg carrots 

Rating 4: Fish (still unknown) 

Competition 5: 5 DryAged pork chops (400g each) from Herbpigs DerSchwarzwälder 

Scoring round 6: 3 Tri Tip Steak from YourBeef 

 
All the necessary ingredients for the side dishes are included in shopping basket 2 and 3. The teams are free to 
choose from these products for all courses and decide what to use. 
The products may not be replaced or supplemented with own goods. 
According to the rules, the main components of this basket do not have to be grilled and served as a whole or in 
one piece. The entire quantity of the basket does not have to be prepared and served. 
The chilled basket 1+2 will be handed out on Saturday from 7:30 am. 
The uncooled basket 3 will be handed out on Friday after the team manager meeting. 

 

8. Plate 

The plates for the blind jury and the exhibition will be provided by the GBA. They will be handed out on Friday 
after the team manager meeting. 

Presumably round, white plates Ø 27 cm are used. Each team 

receives 4 plates per course. 

The plates must be transported covered in a box or similar. This transport container MUST be brought by the 

team itself. 
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9. Security 

The organizer accepts no liability for damage or theft. 

The event site is located on the grounds of Messe Stuttgart and is not open to the public. Access to the grounds 
is via the main guardhouse at Gate 1, which is manned 24 hours a day. 

Visitors are not permitted during set-up and dismantling. Children under the age of 16 are not permitted in 
the set-up and dismantling areas. 

On Friday, the pitch must be completely vacated by 23:00. No team members are allowed to spend the night in the 
team square. 

The opening hours for teams and their members are Saturday from 06:00 to 22:30 and Sunday from 06:00 to 
22:30. 

Visitor opening times will be announced later. 

The following points must be observed by the barbecue team: 

Each team must bring a suitable, approved and tested fire extinguisher (at least 3 kg) and a fire blanket. 

Each team must bring a first aid kit. 

All gas barbecues must be equipped with a two-stage safety gas pressure reducer with thermal shut-off device and 
overpressure protection, as well as a hose rupture safety device (SBS). 

The connected gas cylinders are sealed on Saturday morning. It is possible to connect several cylinders in 
series. Gas cylinders may not be changed during visitor opening hours. Gas cylinders can be changed on 
Sunday morning before the opening hours for visitors. 

When using charcoal barbecues, a bucket filled with water (at least 10 liters) must be within reach for 

emergency extinguishing. 

A non-flammable, portable, closed container must be available for transporting the glowing coals. 
 

10. Media 

All teams and their members assign all rights to images, words and sound for publications in print and AV 
media (radio, television and internet) to the GBA. We ask all teams to register and accredit confirmed media 
companions with the GBA. Requests should be sent to presse@gbaev.de. 

 

11. Team sponsorship 

Team sponsorship and refinancing by sponsors is generally possible. However, brand and product advertising 
in the team's competition check is limited. 

Team clothing: The logos of the team sponsors on the team clothing may not exceed an added total area of 
up to 20 cm x 20 cm per item of clothing. 

Brand and product advertising on pavilions and tents are subject to approval by the GBA. 

Displays, posters, banners with brand and product advertising, product presentations or promotions are subject 
to a charge. 

These advertising measures must be registered with the GBA at least four weeks before the competition. 
Advertising measures must be paid in due time after the GBA has issued an invoice. Unpaid advertising 
measures will not be permitted and must be removed or covered. 
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12. Presentation and GEMA 

The sale of goods is not permitted. If a team offers music, the team must register this with GEMA on its own 
responsibility. If music is played on the exhibition stand, permission must be obtained from the Gesellschaft 
für musikalische Aufführungs- und mechanische Vervielfältigungsrechte (GEMA) in accordance with § 15 of 
the Copyright Act of September 9, 1965. 

For reasons of fairness, music performances or similar should not interfere with neighboring stands. 

 

13. Overnight stays 

You must arrange your own accommodation. We recommend reserving rooms well in advance. Overnight 
accommodation in caravans and mobile homes directly at the competition site is possible to a limited extent. No 
tent pitching possible! A maximum of 2 pitches are available per team. One 230 V, 3 KW power connection will 
be provided per pitch. This must be marked with the team name as at the competition site. 

No overnight stay in the Teamkarree possible! 

Both the overnight accommodation at the competition site and the electricity are subject to a charge. The 
amount of the costs will be determined shortly. 

 

14. Grill and barbecue appliances & equipment 

Barbecue and barbecue equipment can be selected in accordance with the applicable WBQA regulations and 
must be provided by the barbecue team. Equipment such as tables, benches and tents must also be brought by 
the team. Teams who are unable to bring their own equipment can be provided with the following: 

-Listed separately 

 

15. Event site 

The substrate is level and consists of drainage asphalt and paved areas. 

Do not drill into the asphalt or other subsoil, as pipes are laid close to the ground. If these are damaged, the 
person responsible will bear the costs. 

Asphalt surfaces must always be protected from heat. 

Garbage, hot ashes etc. must be disposed of in the containers provided for teams and exhibitors. (For transport 
containers see point 9 Safety) 

Please DO NOT dispose of hot ash in the containers for residual waste 

The waste containers set up in the event area are intended exclusively for visitors. 

The site must be left in a swept clean condition after dismantling and will be inspected by a site manager. The 
liability of the barbecue team for damage to fixtures or the site remains unaffected. 

 

 

16. Competition check 

Competition diamonds measuring 10m x 10m are available. No larger space can be provided for complex set-
ups. The team itself must cordon off the competition area against visitors and unauthorized persons. 

For areas for which a weather protection, e.g. pavilion, must be set up, the teams must take measures to protect 
against wind; each team must provide suitable and sufficient safeguards and fastenings. This also applies to 
other objects, e.g. superstructures 

NO ANCHORING IN THE GROUND 

Attention! Screwing into the ground is not possible. The tents must be secured with appropriate weights! 

Power distributors (three-way plugs, cable reels, couplings) must not lie directly on the ground! Power connections 
without a roof must be secured against the ingress of water. 
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17. Assembly and dismantling 

A separate set-up and dismantling instruction will be sent to the participants for the arrival and set-up of the 
teams. No vehicles are allowed on the competition site after 9 a.m. on Saturday. Sufficient parking spaces are 
available. 

In the interests of visitors to the event, it is expressly forbidden to dismantle the stands before the end of the 
award ceremony on Sunday. 

Vehicles will only be admitted once the site has been officially cleared. This takes place as soon as 

there are no more visitors or children on the site. 

No vehicles during visitor opening hours! This includes bicycles, scooters, inline skates and the like. 

 

18. Water 

There are several drinking water taps in the area of the competition area. Each team organizes its own hand 
washing facilities. A canister with a tap, a simple soap dispenser and disposable towels are sufficient. Rinsing 
stations with hot water and sinks are available for rinsing. Waste water may only be disposed of at the 
designated points. 

 

19. Electricity 

Each team is provided with a 230V/max. 3 kw socket, from which the teams must draw their own power 

(they must bring their own extension cables). The cables must be labeled with the team name 

Additional power supplies are also available for a fee after registration. 

The organizer is not liable for damage caused by incorrect connection of own devices to power sources. To 
avoid overloads, each team should only connect the bare essentials. Teams that connect more than the power 
grid can handle will be disconnected from the grid! This also applies to faulty electrical systems and unmarked 
cables. 

 

20. Contact WM 

Contact person 

Angelika Brune, Chairwoman of the Jury E-mail: a.brune@gbaev.de 

GBA e.V. Office E-Mail: office@gbaev.de 
 

 
20.1 Support 

The GBA reserves the right to unilaterally change the conditions of participation and competition guidelines if 
this is relevant to the event. Teams that have already registered will be informed of any changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Angelika Brune 

Chairwoman Jury Marshal GBA 

 
 
 

 
Frank Brune 

Vice President 
GBA 
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